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CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Contestants Face Off in
Recyclable Packaging
Design Challenge
Two contestants, a $5,000 prize and 10 hours
to create recyclable packaging designs with less
waste to replace common plastic packaging.
Sound stressful? That is the challenge in our fun,
2-episode YouTube series Pack It! The Packaging
Recycling Design Challenge using AF&PA’s Design
Guidance for Recyclability. The first episode
showcases two college professors facing off to
create innovative paper packaging for ingredients
in a home delivery food kit. Two other contests-college friends and beauty product packaging
designers--compete in the companion challenge
for a beauty subscription box. Tune in to see if
they end up friends or frenemies and if the half
dozen eggs in the professors’ designs survived the
drop test.
WATCH the series at our YouTube channel
@HowLifeUnfolds
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CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS

New Ad Campaign Ties Personal Wellness to
Forest Care
Our likeable and fun-loving brand ambassadors, Casey and Page, are front and center in our new advertising
campaign. Tune in to watch them perfect their side plank while handing out boxed water and paper journals
to their fellow yogis. The ad shows that just as we are making a good decision to take care of ourselves
through exercise, using products made from paper fosters forest wellness and the growth of trees.

FOLLOW the campaign @HowLifeUnfolds

Connect to Nature with Forest Bathing

Capitalizing on the forest bathing practice that is gaining attention in the U.S., our new social media video is about
unplugging and connecting to nature and the industry’s responsible stewardship. Forest bathing typically begins
with a slow walk to experience nature through your five senses. Our new social media video ad shows how a woman
forest bathing and communing with nature as one way to celebrate forests. Utilizing paper-based products like
magazines, journals and food packaging is another. Both help celebrate and grow trees when we take advantage
of their renewable nature, planting more than we use.
LEARN MORE at howlifeunfolds.com/forestry
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Early Morning to Late Night: P+PB on TV
from July 11 to July 31

Sustainable Thoughts

From P+PB’s President, Mary Anne Hansan

Recyclable Packaging Design Competition
with Versatile Paper
Pack It!: The Packaging Recycling Design Challenge is a two-episode series hosted by Netflix’s
Nailed It! winner, social influencer and art teacher, Cassie Stephens. Armed with their training,
four contestants have 10 hours to design the best paper-based, recyclable packaging to
replace commonly used legacy plastic packaging. One episode will feature beauty subscription
boxes and the other, meal delivery kits. Each winner walks away with $5,000!
READ MORE on my blog at PaperAndPackaging.org/blog

INNOVATIONS

Care for Your Skin, Care for the Planet
Social media is teaming with beauty gurus, experts
and DIYers armed with health tips and hair and skin
care products and routines ready to bring out our
most radiant selves. Increasingly, part of unearthing
that natural inner beauty is buying these products in
natural, recyclable paper packaging. According to the
U.S. Department of Energy, less than 5% of plastics
were recycled in 2019. In fact, according to the British
Beauty Council, only 9% of plastics produced by the
global cosmetics industry are recycled annually.
Ultimately, research has shown that consumers want
to be more sustainable when it comes to plastic and
packaging waste. With its high recyclability, paper
packaging will continue to fulfill that desire.
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SEE MORE paper innovations at
howlifeunfolds.com/packaging-innovation
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DATA TRENDS THAT MATTER

In case you missed it...

How many trees are planted in the U.S.?

3.5

MILLION

trees are planted
inthe U.S.

every day.

That’s

TWO TIMES
the tress
we harvest.

Source: 1. RNGR (Reforestation, Nurseries & Genetic Resources), 2019

WATCH the
Paper and Packaging Board
State of the Campaign
webinar recordings at
paperandpackaging.org

2. US Forest Service, 2017
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